ABSTRACT Motivation: Elucidation of metabolic networks for an increasing number of organisms reveals that even small networks can contain thousands of reactions and chemical species. The intimate connectivity between components complicates their decomposition into biologically meaningful sub-networks. Moreover, traditional higher-order representations of metabolic networks as metabolic pathways, suffers from the lack of rigorous definition, yielding pathways of disparate content and size. Results: We introduce a hierarchical representation that emphasizes the gross organization of metabolic networks in largely independent pathways and sub-systems at several levels of independence. The approach highlights the coupling of different pathways and the shared compounds responsible for those couplings. By assessing our results on Escherichia coli (E.coli metabolic reactions,
INTRODUCTION
An organism's metabolism is usually depicted in a graphbased representation commonly referred to as a metabolic network. With typically several hundreds of metabolites and reactions, these graphs are difficult to comprehend. Although all elements of the network are closely connected (Jeong et al., 2000) , biochemists consider largely functionally independent parts of it as metabolic pathways. This intuitive decomposition isn't strictly defined; metabolic pathway assignments may overlap, and can vary from author to author. The scale and content also differ according to the source. Pathways from the WIT database http://wit.mcs.anl.gov/WIT2/ for example, have less than ten reactions, while those of KEGG (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000) have dozens of reactions. While formalisms for the concept of metabolic pathways have been proposed (Mavrovouniotis et al., 1990; Schuster, 2000; they tend to define families of admissible paths rather than decompositions per se.
Recently a formal approach to the decomposition problem (Schuster et al., 2002) was proposed. It considers the metabolites degree of network connectivity, i.e. the number of reactions in which a metabolite appears. Above a given connectivity threshold, some metabolites are considered as external. Once external metabolites are excluded, the metabolic network appears disconnected. Each connected component of the network is then considered as one group. With the threshold chosen, this gives rise to groups ranging in size between those of the WIT database and those of KEGG.
Large-scale mathematical studies (Ravasz et al., 2002) have revealed the intrinsic hierarchical modularity of metabolic networks. With a standard hierarchical clustering, they demonstrated the ability to group biochemically similar sets of metabolites on the basis of their connectivity in the network. This raises the opportunity to define formal decompositions that cope with the different scales.
Here we provide a generic framework for metabolic network hierarchical decomposition as well as a physical interpretation in terms of relative dependencies between the resultant modules. We provide a particular decomposition that we applied to Escherichia coli metabolism. Biochemical and biological relevance, as well as application considerations for computational tasks are discussed.
METHOD

Terminology
To deal with metabolic networks, we adopted the formalism of bipartite graphs. Bipartite graphs are graphs of two types of vertices. A vertex of one type is only linked to vertices of the other type. Metabolic networks can be mapped to them by representing chemical compounds and chemical reactions as two different types of vertices, and linking each reaction with its substrates and products. We chose a representation omitting kinetic parameters, directionality and stoichiometry, which is sufficient for our purposes and a common denominator of the usual formalisms, such as Petri nets (Hofestädt, 1994; Küffner et al., 2000) that are extensions of bipartite graphs and the hypergraphs envisaged in (Wagner and Fell, 2001) , that are equivalent to them.
Here we consider reaction vertices more generally as chemical processes and also include transport events. Edges mean dependencies and are not directed. Indeed, the concentration of a metabolite is a function of the rate of the reactions in which it occurs. Conversely, the rate of a reaction is a function of its substrate concentrations, and very often of its products, even for so-considered irreversible reactions (Cornish-Bowden and Cárdenas, 2001) .
Collapsing vertices in a bipartite graph: the abstraction Based on this representation we defined a family of algorithms that generate pathways at several scales, by iteratively merging processes and metabolite vertices, while preserving dependencies and bipartite structure. This elementary step, called abstraction ( Fig. 1) , collapses process and metabolite vertices into a so-called cluster vertex, considered later as a process. Each cluster defines a pathway. The distinction between pathways and reaction is in fact just a consequence of the resolution of the initial data. Usual biochemical reactions can be decomposed into several steps if the process has been studied in more detail (Liébecq, 1992) .
We call original graph, the input graph, and abstracted graph the result of the abstraction process. We call internal vertices the set of vertices that are collapsed and a cluster the vertex that represents this set in the abstracted graph.
Any biological analysis based solely on the metabolic network would consider disconnected parts as independent. Hence, a cluster must represent a connected subgraph of the network. To keep track of dependencies for a cluster we replace any edge between an external vertex and an internal vertex in the original graph by an edge between the external vertex and the cluster vertex in the abstracted graph.
In order to iterate the abstraction, the graph must remain bipartite. Thus the cluster must be a vertex of one of the two types: a metabolite or a process. We chose to consider a cluster as an equivalent process. Although the alternative is possible, this makes more sense for further applications.
To keep alternated vertex types in the abstracted graph, there cannot be an edge between an internal metabolite and an external process, leading otherwise to an edge between two vertices of the same type (the cluster and the process) in the abstracted graph. Hence all the internal vertices that are connected to the outside must be process vertices or equivalently all the processes linked to internal metabolites must belong to the cluster. We name this characteristic metabolite-encapsulation.
It is easy to show that a connected metaboliteencapsulation can be defined only by its metabolites: the processes of the set are exactly the processes in which these metabolites occur. An abstraction is then simply the operation of replacing a connected metaboliteencapsulation by a process vertex and maintaining its connections.
Hierarchical decompositions
With this iterative abstraction in hand, we considered algorithms that build hierarchical decompositions of metabolic networks (Alg. 1).
A hierarchy built by such an algorithm is a tree with the clusters as branching points and metabolites and original processes as leaves (Fig. 2) . Moreover the tree has the following properties:
Alg. 1. Generic hierarchical decomposition
Initialization: M ← the metabolic network While metabolites remain in M, proceed as follows:
• Choose a cluster of vertices C which is a non-empty connected metabolite-encapsulation
• M ← the abstracted graph of M based on C.
• In the hierarchy, the cluster C is the parent of the internal vertices. At the first step (a), the minimal degree of the metabolites in the bipartite graph is 1 and is exhibited by the metabolite v (P = {v}). The minimal metabolite encapsulation of P is {B, v} which induces one connected component : 1 (in dashed rectangles). 1 is now considered as one process, connections with the outside (here the metabolites u, w and x) are kept. This defines a new bipartite graph for the second step (b). In (b), the minimal degree is 2, exhibited by the metabolites u and y (P = {u, y}). The minimal metabolite encapsulation of P is obtained by adding all the processes in which these metabolites are involved, i.e. {A, 1, D, E, u, y}. This set induces two connected components in the graph: 2 and 3; on each of them an abstraction is done obtaining graph (c). This is iterated until one final vertex (d) is obtained. The hierarchical representation of the same clustering in (e) reads that any metabolite (say u) is involved only in processes of its cluster and its descendants (i.e. A and B); two processes (say cluster 2 and cluster 3) are independent except for dependence on the concentration of the metabolites of their common ancestor (i.e. w and x).
(i) any metabolite is involved only in processes of its cluster and the descendants of its cluster. (ii) any cluster represents a connected sub-graph of the network.
Note that (i) is equivalent to:
(i ) any process involves metabolites only of its cluster and the ancestors of its cluster.
Conversely, a given hierarchical decomposition having these properties can be interpreted as iterated abstractions, where the order of chosen clusters C is given by the partial order defined by the hierarchy.
These properties are important to the interpretation of the decomposition. (ii) means that one branch represents a connected subpart of the network and thus cannot be trivially decomposed. (i) implies that two branches of the
Alg. 2. Minimum degree hierarchical decomposition
Initialization:
M ← the metabolic network While metabolites remain in M, proceed as follows:
• d = the minimal degree among the metabolite vertices
• P = the set of metabolite vertices of degree d
• These metabolites and all the processes in which they occur induce a sub-graph with a certain list of connected components.
• Consider each of the connected components as a new compound process. Maintain the links with the other vertices. This provides an abstracted graph.
• M ← abstracted graph
• In the hierarchy, each cluster is the parent of its internal vertices. tree and thus the metabolic sub-networks of the branches interact only via metabolites of their common ancestors. Such hierarchies are decompositions that handle different scales and track the nature of the interdependencies.
The minimum degree criterion
To get a relevant clustering, we opted for grouping in priority the most interdependent processes. Since knowledge of kinetic parameters at the scale of a whole genome is still lacking, we defined a qualitative criterion. At each iteration we select metabolites linked to the lowest number of processes. This firstly groups those processes that are highly coupled. In contrast, a variation in rate for a single process is not likely to change a metabolite's concentration drastically, if the metabolite is present in many other processes. Thus the consequences for the other processes are small and this metabolite will be considered late in the algorithm.
In the context of flux balance analysis (FBA; Schuster et al., 2002) have employed similar criteria as a heuristic for defining sub-networks with a small number of elementary modes. The main argument of FBA is that the cell balances its internal metabolites at the stationary state (Edwards and Palsson, 1997) . The set of elementary modes is a particular generative set of combined reactions, spanning all the possible combinations of reactions that balance the internal metabolites (Schuster, 2000) . As their primary motivation was computational, we will discuss this issue from an application perspective later in the discussion.
Algorithm
The algorithm (Alg. 2, Fig. 2 for illustration) is a slight variant of the generic algorithm that groups independent abstractions in one step.
The output does not depend on any particular ordering of metabolites or reactions in the input. This directly infers from the clusters definition that is based on purely topological features, namely the connected components of the sub-graph induced by the metabolites of lowest degree and their reactions.
IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
E.coli metabolic network synopsis
We applied the above algorithm to E.coli; see website for details. The organization of the tree largely captures conventional pathways. Reactions in the same metabolic pathways, are usually clustered in this tree. We used this agreement to annotate a synoptic view of the hierarchy (Fig. 3) , displaying only some key branching points. On the basis of these groupings we could consistently annotate 86% of all reactions. The remaining reactions are those that serve as links between pathways without properly belonging to either of them.
The synopsis provides a systematic overview of E.coli metabolism. The whole tree represents an organizational principle in the metabolism of E.coli. Individual pathways, synthesis routes or transport events generally form early clusters. Those clusters are joined to the tree at positions reflecting the role of those pathways in the cell. The root of the tree represents the whole network or organism as a single process. The core functions of metabolism lie close to the root of the tree: ATP and ion maintenance, energy. Further down, synthesis pathways of the simplest building blocks of the cell join with their salvage, transport and turnover. This is the case for aspartate which is not only an end product of metabolism, but also implied in many other pathways. The synthesis of more complex building Fig. 3 . Synopsis of E.coli metabolic network. This is a condensed view of the complete hierarchy. Clusters are represented by black squares or with an index when they are a branching point in the synopsis. The smaller the index, the sooner the algorithm has computed the cluster. We selected a few metabolites to be displayed (in the ellipses) at branching points. Groups of reactions are represented as dashed rectangles, annotated with the following acronym convention: deg.: degradation, syn.: synthesis, salv.: salvage, trans.:transport, conv.:conversion. Question marks represent groups of reactions for which we could not give a common label (14% of all the reactions). Metabolites' acronyms are listed in Table 1. blocks, like complex amino acids, cell wall constituents, and coenzymes join far from the root, indicating that those are largely independent processes. Clusters or pathways in this tree are defined by the specificity of its metabolites. For this reason, some classical pathways are split into parts if they include unspecific intermediates. These parts are connected at their common ancestor cluster by those intermediate metabolites. As an example, the aromatic amino acid synthesis is split into chorismate synthesis in a cluster child of the cluster 6, tryptophan synthesis equally located, and tyrosine synthesis, as well as phenylalanine synthesis in cluster 2. Chorismate, the precursor providing the carbon ring common to these amino acids, is the common metabolite of these pathways and therefore belongs to cluster 6, their first common ancestor. Other pathways using this precursor like the synthesis of folate, enterochelin, ubiquinone and menaquinone are also joined to the tree at this cluster highlighting the cross-dependency between them via utilization of chorismate (see website for further details). Internal metabolites at the joining cluster indicate compounds coupling or decoupling the sub-processes at this cluster. If producing, those processes are alternatives like transport or synthesis. If consuming, such processes compete for the metabolite. If producing and consuming they are highly dependent and can be decoupled if the compound is provided externally.
High dependence between reactions in the metabolic network has direct implications for regulation of the corresponding enzymes. Those enzymes are required as a set-all or none-if they catalyze consecutive steps. If alternative supplies exist they might be regulated to be active alternatively. The most obvious is the almost systematic grouping of synthesis pathways with corresponding transports, reflecting the usual repression on synthesis pathways when the considered metabolite is supplied. Similarly, alternative consuming routes can suppress each other. This is highlighted by cluster 1 in which arginine synthesis and pyrimidine synthesis compete for carbamoylphosphate (CAP). Both regulate the synthesis of CAP; pyrimidine depletion shuts down arginine synthesis to recover pyrimidine supply (Glansdorff, 1996) .
Operon
In order to assess the relevance of the clusters of reactions in a quantitative manner, we took advantage of the fact that the fundamentals of co-regulation of genes in E.coli are well understood. Co-regulation is apparent in the organization of prokaryotic genomes as Transcription Units (TU). TUs are defined by one or more Open Reading Frames (ORFs), regulated by a single promoter and thus co-transcribed. A TU with more than one ORF is called an operon.
We obtained a selected data set of E.coli TU's from RegulonDB (Salgado et al., 2001) , encoding enzymes that catalyze reactions of the metabolic network analyzed. This data covered enzymes for 54% of the considered reactions. The set contained 88 operons with at least two matching enzymes. We investigated if those operons are in agreement with the clusters defined by the hierarchical decomposition. Since operons normally possess a small number of ORFs, we expected that the very first iterations of the clustering would also define small groups of reactions corresponding to enzymes of the same operon (see Fig. 4 for an example). At the second iteration, 56% (49 out of 88) are completely explained by the grouping within one cluster. At iteration 4 this number reaches 69% (62 out of 88). We asserted the high significance of this agreement with a Monte Carlo simulation that randomly assigned the reactions to the clusters. We therefore conclude, that lower level clusters mainly capture an organizational level of metabolism that is managed and regulated at the level of operons in the genome of bacteria.
DISCUSSION
We presented a formal framework for defining pathways and higher order organization based on a bipartite graph representation of metabolic networks and defined a clustering of reactions based on their dependency on shared metabolites. This representation offers an alternative way than classical metabolic graphs to represent complete networks, their pathways and sub-networks and as well the coupling between those modules. This representation does not replace the whole network but rather gives a condensed view of it. Still, the tree sensitively reflects metabolic impact of even small changes in the network like single enzyme deletions. This point is further discussed on our website.
The pathways derived coincide largely with classically defined pathways. In several cases we see interesting differences that highlight alternative partitioning of the metabolic network. Pathways defined in the first iterations strongly correspond to clusters that are also controlled as a single transcriptional unit by the cell. This agreement suggests that our algorithm is detecting the governing principles that forced the grouping of the corresponding genes in operons for E.coli during evolution. We expect that a significantly different grouping in the metabolic networks of other organisms would also be reflected in parallel differences in their operon content and the algorithm could theoretically serve as an operon prediction tool. . Two levels of the synopsis are presented: in light gray for the cluster 2 and in color for its subclusters. The subclusters exactly match Enterochelin and Menaquinone synthesis except for the isochorismate synthesis (CHOR→ICHOR) which is known to be shared by the two pathways. This step and the shared metabolite Isochorimate(ICHOR) belong to cluster 2. Among the operons linked to more than two reactions in our input file, two are represented here: one whose annotated genes are menF, menD, menB, men C and menE, the second with entC, entE, entB, and entA. These two operons are consistently recovered at the level of the subclusters and completely at the level of cluster 2.
At higher levels, the hierarchy sorts the pathways by relative independence. Pathways very central to metabolism are joining to the tree close to the root (energy, central metabolites), more remote and independent ones are far down the tree (cell wall, specific compounds). The position of metabolites in the tree provides an indication of which clusters are coupled via those compounds. In case those compounds are provided externally, pathways represented by those clusters are no longer necessarily coupled and the sub-metabolisms can be progressing independently. As a consequence, such pathways are often completely switched off by the cell upon addition of such metabolite as a nutrient. With this philosophy, the tree can be seen as a complete map of all potential metabolic environmental conditions of the cell. The potentially affected regions in the metabolic network are then directly apparent as branches below. All reactions joining the tree above will see no direct metabolic consequence.
The bipartite graph with metabolites and processes as vertices lends itself as a very appropriate representation for metabolism that can overcome some shortcomings and artifacts arising if only metabolite vertices are considered in the graph. The systematic separation of metabolites and dependent reactions in the hierarchy can also help for computations on such networks. In particular, this can be applied to enable genome scale derivations of extreme pathways that are usually beyond feasibility due to a combinatorial explosion in the complexity of the calculation.
A more general lesson from the presented clustering criterion is that a system can reasonably be decomposed into subsystems by looking at highly specific elements to define clusters. This can serve as a principle for other genome scale biological system analysis. The next anticipated extension of this work will also take into consideration other types of dependencies that are not present in pure metabolic networks, in particular regulatory events.
